
Today we are learning to…

‘Make 10’ and find how many 

‘extra ones’ are left.





Mental Maths Warm Up: Counting in tens!

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/paint-the-squares
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10 and 7 more is equal to 17.



Ten Frame

A Ten Frame is simply a rectangle with 10 squares inside. 
It helps us to ‘make 10’ and then count on.

Two ten frames are used to count past 10.

We can draw a tens frame if we don’t have one!





10 and 4 more is equal to 14.

1 4



Collect a handful of objects but no more than 19. 

Place them into the tens frames or line them up in an array.

What do you notice? 

Is the first ten frame full? 

How many ‘extra ones’ are there?



How many apples are there?

Can you count or draw them out into a ten frame or in a neat array?

Can you make a group of 10? Circle your group. How many are left? 

Can you write a sentence to describe your objects…

10 and ___ more is equal to ____.

10  +          =   



How many eggs are there?

Can you count or draw them out into a ten frame or in a neat array?

Can you make a group of 10? Circle your group. 

How many are left? 



How many oranges are there?

Can you count or draw them out into a ten frame or in a neat array?

Can you make a group of 10? Circle your group. How many are left? 





There is 1 group of ten and 1 extra one.

“10 and 1 more is equal to eleven” 

10 + 1 = 11



There is 1 group of ten and 6 extra one.

“10 and 6 more is equal to sixteen” 

10 + 6 = 16



There is 1 group of ten and 7 extra one.

“10 and 7 more is equal to seventeen” 

10 + 7 = 17



Remember that the = sign does not just mean “the answer is”. 

It means ‘the same’ or ‘equal’

13 is ‘equal to’ 10 + 3.

Can you draw an array of pictures to show 13 is ‘equal to’ 10 and 3 more?

Challenge:





I drew a pack of 10 crayons and 3 left out of the box.

I have 1 pack of ten crayons and 3 extra crayons.

10 + 3 = 13.

If I know this, I also know that 13 = 10 + 3.

Challenge Answers:


